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Abstract

Objectives: In a coronary bifurcation bench model, to determine the effects of side

branch (SB) wire crossing position and balloon position on the stent scaffolding after

the final proximal optimization technique (POT).

Background: POT performed as a final step after SB dilatation or kissing balloon

inflation (KBI) has been widely advocated despite limited evidence.

Methods: Thirty-one stent implantations in bifurcation phantoms were performed

using a one-stent provisional technique with (KBI) (n = 13), with POT-side-POT tech-

nique (n = 12) or with the two-stent culotte technique (n = 6). SB wiring was per-

formed through either a proximal or a distal stent cell and confirmed by optical

coherence tomography. Final POT was performed with the balloon positioned either

across or proximal to the SB takeoff. The area of the opened stent cell in front of the

SB was assessed by 3D reconstructed microcomputation tomography scans per-

formed before and after Final POT.

Results: In cases with metallic carina, final POT across the SB takeoff caused SB

rejailing. Regardless of stent technique and wire position, a Final POT across the SB

takeoff reduced the SB cell opening area by 43% [32%;58%] (n = 15). The largest

reduction (54–70%) was found after the POT-side-POT technique in procedures with

a proximal wiring. Final POT performed proximal to the SB takeoff caused limited or

no SB cell opening area reduction (4% [0.6%;6%] [n = 16]).

Conclusion: Final POT with balloon positioned across the SB takeoff in a narrow

angle bifurcation reduces largest stent cell area in front of the SB ostium and may

cause SB rejailing in cases with metallic carina.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Postdilatation of the proximal main vessel (MV) segment in coronary

bifurcation stenting is known as the proximal optimization technique

(POT).1 Routine POT, performed immediately after stent implantation,

is recommend by the European Bifurcation Club,2 as it may ade-

quately expand the stent proximal to the side branch (SB) takeoff,

facilitate SB rewiring, and reduce the risk of accidental abluminal

rewiring.3–5 Additional POT, performed as a final step after SB dilata-

tion or kissing balloon inflation (KBI), is termed “Final POT” and has

been widely advocated despite limited clinical evidence.1–3

Balloon position during conventional Final POT is shown in publi-

shed reviews and consensus papers to lie cross the SB takeoff.2,6–8

Clinical observations by optical coherence tomography (OCT) have

indicated that a final MV inflation across the SB takeoff may distort

stent deployment gains achieved by KBI.5,9 In this bench study, we

aimed to evaluated whether a balloon expanded across the SB during

Final POT causes reduction of ostial SB area and rejailing of the SB

ostium, especially in presence of a metallic carina.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Phantom model

The bifurcation phantom used in the study was a nontransparent 3D-

printed, axially symmetric, and bifurcating cylinder. The reference

lumen dimensions were; proximal MV diameter: 3.7 mm, distal MV

diameter: 3.0 mm, SB diameter: 2.8 mm at carina. The B angle was

30� to mimic Y-shaped, narrow angle bifurcations that may be particu-

lar prone to SB rejailing.10

2.2 | Study procedure

Effects by Final POT were evaluated for three different stent technique

strategies; (a) provisional one-stent technique with KBI and Final POT,

(b) provisional one-stent technique with POT-side-POT (rePOT

technique),7 and (c) the two-stent Culotte technique (Figure 1).

The study stent was the sirolimus-eluting Orsiro drug-eluting

stent (DES) (Biotronik, Switzerland). Implantations were made under

fluoroscopic control. Stents were sized according to the distal refer-

ence diameter and deployed at nominal pressure.

2.3 | One stent provisional stenting with kissing
balloon inflation (KBI strategy)

A 3.0 × 18 mm Orsiro DES was deployed in the MV across the SB

followed by the first POT balloon inflation with a 3.75 mm non-

compliant (NC) balloon to 20 atm. The balloon was positioned under

fluoroscopic control with the distal marker at the carina point. A guide

wire was advanced into the SB through either a distal cell (n = 6) or a

proximal cell (n = 6) with the position confirmed by OCT. For KBI, a

F IGURE 1 Evaluated bifurcation stenting strategies. This investigation plan summarizes the three deployment strategies: the wire crossing
site (proximal or distal), the side-branch dilatation strategy, and balloon position during Final POT (across or proximal to the SB). With the culotte
strategy, a metallic carina was induced by crossing in a position opposite to the carina in main vessel rewiring and through a proximal cell in side

branch rewiring. KBI, kissing balloon inflation; OCT, optical coherence tomography; POT, proximal optimization technique; SB, side branch
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NC balloon sized to the SB and another sized to the distal MV were

advanced and sequentially dilated at a high pressure (22 atm). Low

pressure KBI (10 atm) was then performed followed by simultaneous

deflation.

2.4 | One-stent provisional stenting with POT-
side-POT technique (rePOT strategy)

A 3.0 × 18 mm Orsiro DES was deployed in the MV across the SB

followed by the first POT balloon inflation with a 3.75 mm NC balloon

to 20 atm. The balloon was positioned under fluoroscopic control with

the distal marker at the carina point. A guide wire was advanced into

the SB through either a distal cell (n = 6) or a proximal cell (n = 6), then

a NC balloon sized according to the SB reference was advanced into

the SB and inflated to 20 atm.

2.5 | Two-stent culotte strategy

A 2.5 × 18 mm Orsiro stent was deployed in the proximal SB protrud-

ing into the MV. The first POT balloon dilation was performed by

inflating a 3.75 mm NC balloon to 20 atm. The distal MV was rewired

through the side of the stent in a position opposite the carina to

induce a metallic carina. The wire position was confirmed by OCT.

After MV stenting with a 3.0 × 18 mm stent, a wire was passed from

the MV to the SB by recrossing a proximal stent cell with the wire

position confirmed by OCT. Two NC-balloons sized according to the

distal branches were inflated sequentially at high pressure (22 atm),

then for KBI simultaneously at low pressure (10 atm) followed by

simultaneous deflation.

2.6 | Final POT

Final POT was performed in all cases. The POT balloon was sized

according to the proximal MV reference (nominal diameter: 3.75 mm)

and positioned either across the SB takeoff (n = 3 for each sub-

strategy) or proximal to the SB takeoff (n = 3 for each substrategy)

(Figure 1).

2.7 | OCT and microcomputation tomography
acquisition

Intermediate steps were evaluated by low-speed OCT using the clini-

cal Abbott ILUMIEN™ OCT image system and a C7 Dragonfly™ imag-

ing catheter (Abbott Vascular). Microcomputation tomography

(microCT) was performed before and after Final POT using the

Skyscan 1172 and/or 1272 Bruker systems at a resolution of

17.00 μm/pixel. Images were reconstructed in 3D using the CTAn

software (Burker microCT) and in 2D by DataViewer (2004–11

SkyScan, 2012–2017 Burker microCT).

2.8 | MicroCT analysis

The largest SB cell opening before and after Final POT was quanti-

fied as projected from the distal SB perpendicular to the SB upper

axis (Figure 2b,c). The reference area of the SB ostium was mea-

sured at the original carina level in a plane perpendicular to the SB

axis. The SB opening area was measured as the largest area free of

F IGURE 2 Bench and analysis methods. (a) 3D OCT was used to
evaluate the site of the wire crossing to the SB. In this instance, the
position is proximal relative to the SB. (b) 3D microCT image with a
stent in the main vessel and point of view for SB area measurements.
(c) SB opening assessed by microCT. The largest cell opening area
(yellow) and the reference area measured at origin of the carina (red),

(c) shows the area before “Final POT” (C1) and after “Final POT”
where the largest cell opening area has been reduced by Final POT
across the SB (C2) as seen from the SB. (d) Pictogram, illustration the
four different distance ratios at the SB ostium. For example, SBostium-

ratio1 = (White distance 1/Red distance). microCT, microcomputation
tomography; OCT, optical coherence tomography; POT, proximal
optimization technique; SB, side branch
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struts11 using dedicated image processing software (ImageJ 1.52a)

(Figure 2C1,C2). The difference in opening area from before Final

POT to after Final POT was calculated as a change in ratio (opening

area/reference area) (Figure 3). For the provisional stent strategies,

the stent expansion distance was measured at four different posi-

tions at the SB ostium (1: at the SB takeoff, 2: in between point

1 and 3, 3: in the mid position of the SB takeoff and the SB carina, 4:

in between point 3 and the SB carina) (Figures 2d and Figure 5a,

green box). All measurements were compared to a reference dis-

tance measured proximal to the implanted stent and the ratio was

calculated.

2.9 | Quantitative OCT analysis

For provisional stent strategies, quantitative cross-sectional OCT anal-

ysis was performed at 0.5 mm intervals using off-line semiautomated

analysis software (QCU-CMS Research, Leiden, The Netherlands).

Minimal stent area in the proximal stent segment was measured

before and after Final POT for the following parameters: maximal

stent diameter (Dmax), minimum stent diameter (Dmin), and mean stent

diameter (Dmean). The stent deformation index for ellipticity (EI) was

calculated as the ratio of the maximal-to-minimal stent diameter

(Index = Dmax/Dmin) both before and after Final POT.

F IGURE 3 Change in side branch cell opening
area. Reduction in SB cell opening area (%) by
Final POT is shown on the vertical axis for
different bifurcation stenting strategies. Final POT
across the SB is represented in blue and Final POT
proximal to the SB in red. (a) One-stent
provisional strategy with kissing balloon inflation;
(b) One-stent provisional strategy with POT-side-
POT technique; (c) Two-stent culotte technique;

(d) Pooled result. Final POT across the SB ostium
causes a marked reduction in SB ostial area (red)
in contrast to Final POT performed proximal to
the SB ostium (blue). POT, proximal optimization
technique; SB, side branch
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3 | RESULTS

Pooling all tested deployment strategies, performing a Final POT with

the balloon across the SB takeoff caused a reduction in SB opening

area by 43% [32%;58%] (n = 15) (Figure 3d, boxplot and Figure 4a). The

largest reduction was seen in procedures with a proximal rewiring (53%

[43%;58%] [n = 9]); whereas after distal wire recrossing with no

induced metallic carina, POT across caused a smaller reduction in SB

cell area of 34% [31%;38%] (n = 6). In POT-side-POT (rePOT) proce-

dures with distal wire crossing, the part of the MV stent overlying the

SB ostium or covering the proximal lateral wall of the SB was dragged

toward the MV lumen by Final POT across effectively rejailing the SB

(Figure 6a). In contrast, Final POT performed with the balloon proximal

to the SB takeoff for all techniques and wire positions showed a mini-

mal reduction in SB opening area of 4% [−1: −6%] (Figure 3d).

The implantation strategy with distal rewiring, KBI, and proximal

Final POT (Figure 5a marked with a green box) was used as the stan-

dard procedure to which all other one-stent implantation results pre -

and post-Final POT were compared (Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1). The

standard procedure maintained the ostial opening area, good stent

expansion, and absence of eccentricity proximally. Figures 5 and 6

also show the difference in coronal stent diameter ratio at four posi-

tions in the bifurcation core segment. In procedures with distal SB

wiring, a Final POT across dragged the rings extending farthest into

the SB toward the MV lumen, resulting in both a small SB opening

(Figure 3a,b) and a reduction in stent expansion ratio (KBI: −0.16 and

rePOT: −0.11) (Figures 5a and 6a, position 4 and Table 1). Procedures

with proximal rewiring showed the largest differences (Figures 5b and

6b and Table 1). Ellipticity index results are also shown in Figures 5

and 6 for the one-stent provisional stenting strategies. For the two-

stent culotte strategy, the difference in ellipticity index was similar

when compared to the reference strategy: before Final POT proximal:

−0.00, after Final POT proximal: −0.01, before Final POT across: 0.00,

after Final POT across it was 0.02.

4 | DISCUSSION

The main findings of this bench evaluation of bifurcation stenting

strategies in a phantom with a narrow B angle were: (a) in presence of

a metallic carina, Final POT across the SB takeoff caused a shift of the

metallic carina toward the SB ostium thereby rejailing the SB,

(b) finalizing a bifurcation stenting by Final POT with the balloon posi-

tioned across the SB takeoff reduced the largest SB cell opening area.

Area reduction was seen regardless of position for wire recrossing

before KBI, but the largest reduction was seen after proximal rewiring,

(c) procedures with distal SB wiring, KBI, and Final POT with the bal-

loon positioned proximal to the SB takeoff apparently performed well

by the selected measures. (d) The rePOT strategy requires Final POT

across the SB takeoff to alleviate stent malapposition opposite the SB

takeoff but this in turn caused renarrowing of the largest cell area in

front of the SB ostium.

4.1 | Proximal optimization technique

The advantages of POT relate to the known fractal nature of the

coronary tree and the step down in branch reference sizes at the SB

takeoff.12,13 Performing early POT after MV stenting aims to con-

form the stent to the proximal MV reference, thereby ideally cor-

recting any proximal stent under-expansion and malapposition.1,2,14

In addition, minimizing proximal malapposition reduces the risk of

accidental abluminal rewiring. Furthermore, the conformational

change at the SB takeoff may facilitate access for subsequent SB

rewiring.15

4.2 | Final POT

In 2011, a bench study concluded that POT should rather be the last

step in bifurcation stenting.3 The authors argued that Final POT

F IGURE 4 Depicted are balloon positions during Final POT.
Shown in (a) is Final POT with the balloon positioned across the SB
origin and in (b) Final POT positioned proximal to the SB after single
stent deployment and kissing balloon inflation. In A2, the metallic
carina (yellow broken line) is pushed so that the SB is rejailed.
microCT images viewed from the SB, show largest opening cell area in
yellow and the reference area measured at origin carina in red. Final
POT across the SB origin (A1 and A2) reduces SB ostial size (A3–A6)
whereas Final POT proximal to the SB ostium (B1 and B2) does not
move the metallic carina and has little of no effect on SB ostial size
(B3–B6). microCT, microcomputation tomography; POT, proximal
optimization technique; SB, side branch
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corrects proximal malapposition and asymmetric stent expansion seen

after KBI. However, no POT was performed immediately after stent

implantation, limiting a conclusion about adding Final POT to procedures

where the now recommended early POT had already been performed.

Multiple studies highlighted that KBI induced elliptical stent deformation,

thereby increasing wall strain proximal to the SB and possibly damaging

the stent polymer coating.16–18 However, no robust clinical data have

yet correlated increased ellipticity in otherwise well-expanded proximal

vessels to worse clinical outcome. An in vivo OCT study found a correla-

tion with stent thrombosis19 though event rates were very small and it

cannot be ruled out that increased ellipticity was merely a marker of

more severe disease, that is, calcifications limiting uniform expansion. A

more recent IVUS study found no association between asymmetry index

and excess neointimal tissue formation.20 Despite the lack of robust clini-

cal data supporting the Final POT approach, the technique has been

widely advocated, including by the European Bifurcation Club (EBC).2

Our bench results indicate that Final POT requires very careful execution

to avoid potentially negative effects, and we only show minimal if any

positive effects of this additional treatment step.

4.3 | Balloon position during Final POT

Several published papers on optimal bifurcation stenting have illus-

trated the Final POT balloon in a distal position across the SB take-

off.1,2,18,21 The risk of pushing a metallic carina toward the SB with

Final POT performed across the SB takeoff was predicted in an edi-

torial and illustrated in a case report.5,9 Our findings confirm this

risk and the reduction in area of the largest stent cell in front of the

SB. Irrespective of best efforts, placing a balloon precisely within

few millimeters is difficult as has been shown in comparisons of

intended and actual landing zones.22 Despite aiming for a proximal

position of the POT balloon, in one case, the balloon reached the

metal carina and pushed the carina toward the SB (Figure 3a, blue

line 52% reduction). Currently available balloons are manufactured

with differences in cone angle and position of the shoulders in rela-

tion to the markers.23 It is therefore of outmost importance that

operators are familiar with the specific balloon design to ensure that

they are not accidentally inflating the Final POT balloon at the SB

takeoff.

F IGURE 5 Results of MSA, EI, and stent expansion before and after Final POT in one-stent provisional stenting strategies with kissing
balloon inflation. Results after either distal (a) or proximal (b) side branch wire crossings are shown. a1/Green box: The reference strategy with
POT-Kissing-POT, distal cell SB wiring, and proximal Final POT. Results for all other techniques (including strategies on Figure 6) are in
comparison to this strategy. Red bar charts indicate smaller measurements when compared to the reference. Green bar charts indicate larger
measurements compared to the reference. Bar chart to the left: Results of OCT-analyzes of the proximal stent segment. For the stent width in
the bifurcation core segment (bar chart to the right), measurements were compared as ratio calculations at four positions (indicated with 1, 2,
3, and 4) (as described in Figure 2d). EI, ellipticity index; MSA, minimal stent area (mm2); OCT, optical coherence tomography; POT, proximal
optimization technique; SB, side branch
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4.4 | Wire position

In SB dilatation, including with KBI, an optimal wire crossing position

into the SB is crucial. Rewiring through a proximal stent cell and

subsequent balloon dilatation resulted in less scaffolding of the proxi-

mal part of the SB takeoff and the formation of a “metal carina”

(Figures 5b and 6b).15,24 This is particularly pronounced with Y-shaped

bifurcations (narrow B angle) compared to T-shaped.25 Several

F IGURE 6 Results of MSA, EI, and stent expansion before and after Final POT in one-stent provisional stenting strategies with re-POT.
(a) Results after distal wire crossing. (b) Results after proximal wire crossings. Results are delta values for the comparison to the reference strategy
marked with green in Figure 5 (POT-Kissing-POT, distal cell SB wiring, and proximal Final POT). Red bar charts indicate smaller measurements.
Green bar charts indicate larger measurements. Bar chart to the left: Results of OCT-analyzes of the proximal stent segment. For the stent width
in the bifurcation core segment (bar chart to the right), measurements were compared as ratio calculations at four positions (indicated with 1, 2,
3, and 4) (as described in Figure 2d). EI, ellipticity index; MSA, minimal stent area (mm2); OCT, optical coherence tomography; POT, proximal
optimization technique; SB, side branch

TABLE 1 Minimal stent area (MSA) and ellipticity index (EI) for the one-stent provisional strategies

Minimal stent area (MSA) Ellipticity index (EI)

Before Final POT After Final POT Before Final POT After Final POT

Final POT
proximal

Final POT
across

Final POT
proximal

Final POT
across

Final POT
proximal

Final POT
across

Final POT
proximal

Final POT
across

Kissing balloon inflation (KBI)

Distal stent cell for

SB wiring

11.10 mm2 10.91 mm2 11.62 mm2 11.05 mm2 1.06 1.09 1.06 1.08

Proximal stent cell

for SB wiring

10.57 mm2 10.82 mm2 10.84 mm2 10.37 mm2 1.16 1.13 1.08 1.13

Side branch dilatation (re-POT strategy)

Distal stent cell for

SB wiring

11.03 mm2 11.03 mm2 11.23 mm2 11.61 mm2 1.10 1.11 1.08 1.08

Proximal stent cell

for SB wiring

10.21 mm2 10.59 mm2 10.78 mm2 11.14 mm2 1.12 1.13 1.09 1.08

Note: The italic terms correspond to green box in Figure 5a (the reference strategy: distal SB wiring, KBI, and Final POT with the balloon positioned

proximal to the SB takeoff).
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techniques have been proposed to increase the chance of achieving a

distal wire position, for example, bending the wire tip to form a loop,

advancing this to the MV followed by a pullback toward the

SB. However, studies have shown that angiography is a poor guide to

wire crossing site, and it may be anticipated that proximal wire posi-

tions frequently occur unknowingly during bifurcation stenting.24

Furthermore, formation of a metallic carina is inherent with the T And

small Protrusion (TAP)-technique.26 When that occurs, a Final POT

with the balloon across the SB take-off may lead to rejailing and a

reduction in ostial SB opening and scaffolding.

4.5 | The re-POT technique

In vitro studies and clinical data have suggested that the POT-side-POT

(rePOT) technique can be performed as an alternative to MV stenting

with KBI.4,7,27 It was previously shown that opening the SB with the rec-

ommended distal rewiring caused malapposition of the MV stent oppo-

site the SB takeoff.3,18,28 We saw that this malapposition was corrected

only by Final POT performed across the SB takeoff and not if the Final

POT was performed in a position proximal to the SB. This indicates that

a “distal” Final POT is required with the re-POT technique. In this bench

test, the “distal” Final POT in the rePOT technique caused rejailing of the

SB in cases with metallic carina and caused a reduction in the ostial SB

cell area (Figure 3). A clinical, prospective study concluded that the

rePOT technique significantly reduced global malapposition and SB

obstruction.7 This finding was based on OCT scans performed immedi-

ately after stent implantation and at the end of the procedure. No OCT

scan was performed immediately after early POT, and it cannot be con-

cluded that the Final POT contributed any further positive effect on

malapposition except in correcting the induced malapposition across the

SB takeoff.7 Also, in that study, no OCT was performed after SB dilata-

tion, so the effect of final POT on SB opening could not be determined.

Last, the SB obstruction parameter in that study7 was based on 2D mea-

surements from MV OCT pullbacks, a method previously shown to pro-

vide imprecise measurements of the SB ostium.29 Due to the limited

clinical outcome data after use of the rePOT technique, it is unknown if

the described limitations are reflected in clinical outcomes, but the sim-

plicity of the technique is an advantage. We predict that the potential

limitations of rePOT may have limited negative effect in treatment of

nontrue bifurcations where jailing has repeatedly been proven safe. The

indication for SB opening in these cases is in any case controversial.30

With tight ostial SB lesions requiring intervention, the risk by leaving the

ostium cell with suboptimal expansion or with rejailing of the ostium

could be of negative clinical significance.

4.6 | Two-stent techniques

With the two-stent culotte technique, we found the same negative effects

of performing Final POT across the SB takeoff as we demonstrated for

provisional stenting; the ostial SB area was reduced, and presence of a

metallic carina caused rejailing of the SB. A bench study investigated the

impact of Final POT on coronary flow conditions for four different two-

stent techniques and found that the culotte technique was most nega-

tively affected by Final POT.31 Culotte stenting had the highest increase

in Reynolds number, vorticity magnitude, stream function, strain rate, wall

shear, and skin friction coefficient. Stent under-expansion in the SB

ostium is an established predictor of restenosis and leaving a SB jailed in

two-stent techniques is associated with increased mortality.32–34 We did

not investigate other two-stent techniques but the described negative

effects of Final POT could be even more pronounced in techniques where

a metallic carina is deliberately induced such as with the TAP technique.26

4.7 | Limitations

In vitro models provide valuable insights into stent behavior in human

coronary arteries but are limited by a number of approximations. The

phantoms were manufactured to have elastic properties mimicking

human arteries, but these properties were not characterized. All

implantations were made in similar phantoms with only one type of

angulation between the distal branches. The inner surface of the

phantom was slightly granulated, which averted proper evaluation of

malapposition. Only a single stent type was used, and it cannot be

excluded that other platforms would have yielded slightly different

numbers. Still, we performed a limited pilot series performing both

one-stent and two-stent techniques with the Synergy platform

(Boston Scientific) that indicated similar conformational changes.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Finalizing bifurcation stenting by Final POT with the balloon posi-

tioned across the SB takeoff causes reduction in SB cell area and cau-

ses rejailing of the SB in cases with a metallic carina. Final POT with

the balloon positioned proximal to the SB takeoff was not associated

with these potentially negative effects.
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